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The mind BEHIND the Morris Men

db morgan - Producer / Director /Screenwriter

DB Morgan is an entity unto himself. A self proclaimed loose cannon, renegade, undergdog. 
From winning an MTV short film competition for his silent short film, ‘Subject 3’, DB forged 
a solo trail to develop his debut feature film, Faith. With filming conducted during the onset 
of the covid-19 outbreak, the production survived three storms and a multitude of other 
technical issues to wrap on time and on budget. DB proudly introduces himself as an autistic 
mental health survivor and assembled a rag tag crew comprising over half of members on the 
autism and Aspeger’s spectrum. 

Beta screeners have been blown away by the production quality, acting and intensity of 
DB’s debut feature film. Faith will premiere at a glittering red carpet screening at the 
historic Princes theatre in Clacton-on-Sea in January 2021, before hitting the film festival 
circuit in pursuit of a few golden wreaths. READ ABOUT ‘THE UNDERDOG CREW’.

GREGG MASUAK - 1ST ASSISTANT DIRECTOR / PRODUCTION EXEC
He gained the attention of music executives with his earliest, avant-garde shorts, launching 
a career that found him directing such iconic stars as Spice Girls, Kylie Minogue, Take That, 
Kim Wilde, Beyonce and many more. His expertise in bringing out the best in people earned 
him a Juno and two MTV Awards. Gregg Masuak is a master of light, vision and the #setlife.

   Stills from Faith Movie - SHOT IN FEBRUARY 2020 / RELEASING SPRING 2021

the 
TEAM 

all contacts
Dominic Beresford-Morgan
db@Faith-Movie.co.uk
(07950) 593982  www.faith-movie.co.uk

VIEW TRAILER #1       VIEW TRAILER #2 VIEW BEHIND-THE-SCENES DOC

(C) FAITH MOVIE UK LTD |  www.Faith-Movie.co.uk  |  db@Faith-Movie.co.uk

https://www.faith-movie.co.uk/funding-inclusivity
https://youtu.be/Lt5b-rsECf0
https://youtu.be/z-_kXui3AYw
https://youtu.be/z-zN3oxdqvU
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The talent of the Morris Men

An ensemble piece comprising the best of British acting talent and global celebrity icons, we have strong 
ideas when it comes to attaching talent to Morris Men. As a fast paced British ‘urban vengeance’ movie we are 
excited in our pursuit of talent to enhance our explosive plot. 

talent 
Wishlist 

db@Faith-Movie.co.uk

joseph gilgun frank jakeman 
attached

leona clarke 
                attached

eddie 'the beast' hall
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KATIE JARVIS GYLES 
BRANDRETH

attached & ONGOING

LYNN JUNG
WORLD RENOWNED PARKOUR 
STAR, LYNN JUNG. AS LEONA 
CLARKE'S PARKOUR STUNT
DOUBLE.

Photo courtesy of DARK LIGHT FILMS
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Forget all you know about Morris dancing. History is renowned for rewriting itself for the comfort of the 
masses. Morris dancing is an integral part of English folk culture, although the origins of the ‘dance’ are far 
more intriguing. 

Although the earliest known and surviving English written mention of Morris dance is dated to 1448, records 
archived by members of the first estate envoy from France, Italy and the Croatian borders reveal the truth 
behind the ‘morisse daunce’ and their intrinsic relationship with the Vatican, and other European religious 
bodies, as part of their discreet ‘Morys’ court sessions.

 “Arise ye Morris men, longsword, staff and sling. Forwards with the purge at the tide of spring. 
 Bring forward thy vengeance, settle old scores, for mercy is ours by the word of the lord. With 
 mask and shadow you fly on the wind, casting asunder the doers of sin.”

Morris Men! Secret assassins, paid handsomely for their unique skillsets to bring order to all regions. Five 
original British side guilds, each comprising their own unique style by way of swordsmanship, sling and stick 
fighting. Each guild were versed in all methods of combat – sponsored by local gentry to train across the 
European nations, to return and serve the guilds against tyranny within the city walls. 

Hidden within the entertainment spectacle of ‘traditional Morris dancing’ sides, each guild adopted their 
own dance and martial art style based on ancient warrior techniques learned, and passed down over time, 
from the combined skills of Capoeira, Wing chun, Krav Maga and Ninjitsu. These skills, forms and 
techniques were infused into the particular dance and fighting styles of regional sides. 

Studying modern Morris dancing, a keen eye will observe the inclusion of many, or all, of these fighting style 
elements. You are, after all, witnessing the result of more than 750 years of the evolution of a secret assassin’s 
guild!

The five guilds of the Morris Men

Cotswold Ghosts guild - Prolific at stick fighting, together with the devastating bladed whip.
Welsh Border guild - Terrifying in Rag Coats with plumes of red, completed with ghostly black masks. 
Upton guild - Upton men favour bladed sticks, slings, and small daggers for hand to hand combat.
Longsword guild - Skilled in Brazilian dance. Revered for their athleticism and assassination technique. 
Rapper Talons guild - Weilding hideous flexible swords. Superbly crafted for instant decapitation!

 VENGEANCE 
IS THEIRS. 

db@Faith-Movie.co.uk
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The story of the Morris Men

In the pursuit of his childhood sweetheart loner, Tommy Feerman, enrols in her Morris dancing club. He soon 
realises that all is not as it seems and the ‘Tendring guild of the Morris Men’ covers for a secret society of shad-
owy assassins as ancient as the British realm. Before he knows it, Tommy is sucked into a perilous under-realm, 
where danger lurks behind a blood red wax seal and the only dancing is with the devil himself.

The story opens with a local TV news piece showing shaky handheld mobile phone footage of a disturbance at a 
seaside pub. A rowdy, football fan, drunken brawl! Staff are attacked, tables are thrown. Across the street a side of 
Morris dancers perform to a crowd; traditionally dressed in cream, white and ribbons, and interspersed with several black 
dressed ‘mumming players’ in crow-like attire and pagan masks. In an instant, to the surprise of the news reporter, 
a trio of ‘Rapper Raven’ dancers break off and leap into the fight; subduing the perpetrators in a brutal instant. 

Holy fuck! Morris men are cool!
Tommy can’t give up on Sally Page, his one true love! The mixed signals torment him. So one bold evening he travels to 
meet her at the local church, where her Morris side train. On hearing scuffles inside he peers through the window and 
sees the group in full combat martial arts training. Shocked, he falls to the ground and is knocked out, coming round to 
Sally tending him. 

She has a large wound across her face but won’t explain why. In-fact, Tommy lists every bruise he’s noticed on her over the 
past year; coinciding with the growing distance between them. As they walk home he pushes relentlessly; finally coercing 
her to tell him the truth. Sally divulges just enough information to shut him up ... but not enough to reveal the full extent 
of her secret life. She only wants to protect him!

Tommy joins the club - much to her distaste - as he continues his charm offensive amidst the strange new group of 
oddballs. Although he is angered that it all just seems like a traditional Morris dancing club, he delves deeper and follows 
Sally and a Morris partner home; jealously assuming he is losing the battle to another suitor. What he finds is a secretive 
meeting at the town hall with a shadowy suited man, followed by a harrowing meeting with a rape victim and then a 
brutal revenge attack by Sally and her Morris dancing partner.  When Sally is overwhelmed by two drug dealing thugs, 
Tommy joins the attack and saves her; dragging her away to safety - after she is stabbed. 

When Sally insists on ‘no police, no hospitals, no attention’ Tommy takes her back to the church and the secret under-
world of the Morris Men unfurls before his eyes. Trusted, with his silk ribbon earned, he is thrust into the heart of 
adventure and has to learn fast that the pursuit of true love brings dangers greater than any other. And when a seaside 
town is gripped in a vice of drug fuelled corruption there are regular opportunities for a visit from the Morris Men.

the 
story 

db@Faith-Movie.co.uk
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JUMP INSIDE THE WORLD OF MORRIS DANCING

DB Morgan’s Morris Men takes the familiar folk dance and injects it with 500cc’s of adrenailine, a line of 
cocaine and a halucinatory brew of Mugwort.  Traitional Morris dancing hides a shadowy history spanning 
hundreds of years. Morris Men strips away the Mayday village fete veneer and recreates the sword slash-

ing, razor stick wealding shadowy guilds of ancient ‘morisse daunce’ lore. Forget everything you 
know. And beware the Morris Men.

CLICK ON THE LINKS BELOW TO VIEW INDIVIDUAL MORRIS DANCING STYLES.

BELTANE BORDER MORRIS                                     THE WITCHMEN MORRIS SIDE

MYTHAGO WELSH BORDER MORRIS      CINEMATIC BELTANE BORDER MORRIS 

         

                     

MORRIS 
MEN 

db@Faith-Movie.co.uk
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https://youtu.be/dQ3A335xbEc
https://youtu.be/ILdQS3PNC0E
https://youtu.be/zlU7C3nKmrs
https://youtu.be/UqVpXe5_GUQ
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The ACCOUSTIC sound of the Morris Men

The music score for Morris Men takes the familiar folk music aspects of Morris dancing and infuses it with 
the new age energies of Bluegrass, Folk punk and crust music. Providing a fresh and energetic soundtrack 
that is both authentic to the story world and a hardcore evolution of the Morris dancing music scene. 

The popularity of Bluegrass, folk punk and crust music styles provide an invigorating soundtrack to the world 
of Morris men, as well as opening up the potential for a global fanbase based on our music choices alone.

CLICK ON THE YELLOW LINKS TO LISTEN TO THE ARTIST.

DOGTOOTH & NAIL               SAM KELLY & THE LOST BOYS                        DAYS N DAZE

SEASICK STEVE                          CHRISTINE ‘KINGFISH’ INGRAM              THE YOUNG’UNS         

THE 
accoustic 
journey 

db@Faith-Movie.co.uk
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https://youtu.be/pS7YQZjWRgI
https://youtu.be/hIHBvWmJfYU
https://youtu.be/v0dUnoecoZ0
https://youtu.be/Gq0PmDhkb4c
https://youtu.be/0tyGm_DnaWM
https://youtu.be/OhZFrVMV0tI
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the COASTAL hideout of THE MORRIS MEN

Shooting in Clacton-on-Sea provides many production advantages. From cheaper location costs, local 
sponsorship and in-kind investment opportunities. The authenticity of a rural coastal holiday destination 
without the veneer of summer provides a bleak and cinematic backdrop to the Morris Men universe. 
Having worked with tendring council on his debut film, Faith, DB Morgan has great links with the appropri-
ate people and organisations in the area to facilitate high production values at a fraction of the cost of tradi-
tional filming budgets. Showcasing the key tourist spots, hotels, theatre, town hall, award winning beaches 
and the historic Clacton Pier. 

JUST SOME OF OUR SCOUTED LOCATIONS AND SANDBOX ELEMENTS

         

                     

THE 
LOCATION 

db@Faith-Movie.co.uk
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THE FIGHTING STYLES OF THE MORRIS MEN

What do you get when you cross Rapper Raven Morris dancing with a unique martial arts style? 
Kick-ass (Brandon Lee a la ‘The Crow’) dancing and fighting machines. That’s what!

CLICK ON THE LINKS BELOW TO VIEW THE FIGHTING STYLES OF THE MORRIS MEN.

WING CHUN EXHIBITION                                             CAPOEIRA EXHIBITION

KRAV MAGA TECHNIQUES       NINJITSU SHORT STICK TECHNIQUES 

         

                     

FIGHTING
STYLE 
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https://youtu.be/Pvl4qiaQZU0
https://youtu.be/SYCkpOTcONY
https://youtu.be/6Da8zhAWYzE
https://youtu.be/De7NEg7XzMA
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THE FLIGHT OF THE MORRIS MEN

Together with a modern martial arts inspired form of Morris dance, the Morris Men use STREET PARKOUR 
elements as part of their unique dance and fighting movement style.  Our wishlist is to work with London 
based Storm Freerun as MM actors and stunt doubles.

CLICK ON THE LINKS BELOW TO VIEW THE PARKOUR MOVEMENTS OF THE MORRIS MEN.

TIM CHAMPION                   KIE WILLIS      PAUL JOSEPH

MOVEMENT
STYLE 

db@Faith-Movie.co.uk

“Storm Freerun specialise in creating high impact 
choreographed performances for live shows, corporate 
events and video media. They provide a worldwide 
service, starring in or providing consultancy support 
for stunt work, advertising, music videos, viral videos, 
TV commercials and movies.”

Instagram - @stormfreerun (200,000+ followers)      
Youtube - /stormfreerun (260,000+ subscribers)

LYNN 
JUNGSTORMFREERUN

.COM
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http://TIM CHAMPION  KAI WILLIS
https://youtu.be/FOTCrcYnzU4
https://youtu.be/WTUiU9A19gE
https://youtu.be/MLNN46E3Yvg
https://youtu.be/FOTCrcYnzU4
https://youtu.be/WTUiU9A19gE
https://youtu.be/8Yt5eK12Ot0
https://youtu.be/8Yt5eK12Ot0
https://youtu.be/8Yt5eK12Ot0
https://youtu.be/8Yt5eK12Ot0


Many thanks for reading through the Morris Men sizzle pack. I like to think you’re somewhat excited about 
our little twist on this slice of British heritage. I have been itching to get onto this project for the past 3 years, 
but obviously had to get my debut feature film, Faith, under my belt first.

With ‘Faith’ I managed to raise just over £50,000, which ended up being a roughly 50/50 split between cash 
and in-kind investment and sponsorships. Our highest profile sponsor was the world renowned audio brand 
‘JBL’. I’m proup of that as a ‘newbie’! I hope you get to look at the trailers and behind the scenes footage of 
‘Faith’ because I’m still so surprised at how well it’s turned out. But I guess that’s what happens when you 
surround yourself with people far more experienced, and talented, than yourself. 

With Morris Men, and this significant step up in production value, we initially estimate a budget of 
£75,000. I’m sure this will rise as the ball rolls, but I’m pretty hardcore at stretching every pound. I’ve 
promised my poor wife, Laura, that she won’t have to cater for cast and crew this time ... so I’d better stick 
to it. I am not sure at this stage what the cash/sponsorship division will be. This very much depends on the 
calibre of attachment we manage to attain and my bartering stamina at every negotiation.

This is an estimate of how we are breaking our budget down at this early stage of putting things together, in 
tandem with developing the feature film script. 

 •  Capital investment- £35,000 (Investor blocks of: 20 x £500 / 10 x £1,000 / 6 x 2,500)
 •  Production equipment by www.aliashire.co.uk - £20,000  by sponsorship
 •  Cast and crew accommodation/catering- Royal Hotel, Clacton- £15,000 by sponsorship
 •  Filming locations, local extras, production services & extras - £5,000 by sponsorship

*All investment packages offer .5% NET ROI per £500 block, together with full V.I.P access to all our major 
promotional events. Your company logo will also appear on all printed and digital marketing materials and 
front, or rear end, credits on the movie. The fun starts when negotions include offers for product placement, 
walk-on extras, cameos and full acting roles. 

Capital investment covers: cast, crew and stunt team payments, critical insurances, heavy plant and specialist 
production vehicle hire, drone operator and miscellaneous costs. There will also be, as yet unknown, cho-
reography and martial art training costs leading into the production. Plus a thousand other budget sucking 
items. You wouldn’t believe the amount we spent on AA batteries, petrol and ‘Lemsip’ on Faith!
 
As you can imagine when putting a feature film together, there’s a lot of business and creative ‘ball juggling’ 
going on. Our aim is to produce a highly unexpected, and adrenaline fuelled, British urban action movie that 
will appeal to sales agents and modern film audiences alike. 

I have earned my stripes in the trenches with my debut feature film, coming out the other side, on time and 
on budget, with a film we are all extremely proud of. 

How would you like to be involved in helping craft our epic second movie? 

Dominic Beresford-Morgan, DB Morgan Director  
www.faith-movie.co.uk (07950 593982) (01206 862764)
Registered office: The Studio, 90 Goring Road, Colchester, Essex, CO4 0DA.
Faith Movie UK Ltd. Registered in England. Company Number: 12364455

a page of words from

causes i'm behind
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ASS-KICKING
parkour
HARDCORE
WING CHUN
MERCILESS
NINJITSU STICK FIGHTING
PEACEKEEPING
CAPOEIRA
MORRIS MEN


